THE FOREST OF AVON PLAN

Five-Year Action Plan for Tree and Woodlands
The track record of partnership working in the West of England demonstrates that by working
together and aligning our priorities, we will achieve more and better. This five-year action plan
provides a suggested initial set of actions that would accelerate the delivery of our vision and help
to achieve our aspirations.
The lead partners and timescales in the tables below are suggestions to inform action. None of the
actions below are intended to be commitments for the suggested lead partners.

Priority: Coordinate the work of existing partners and engage new ones
Objective: Maximise influence, capacity and funding
Ref
1.1

1.2
1.3

Action
Formally adopt or endorse the Forest of Avon Plan: A Tree and
Woodland Strategy for the West of England, through WECA,
local authorities, the Forest of Avon Trust, and other partner
structures where appropriate.
Promote the Tree and Woodland Strategy across the West of
England through existing networks.
Ensure key partners are represented within WENP and other
relevant structures.

Lead(s)
WECA, LAs,
FoAT

Timescale
June 2021

All

Ongoing

WENP

Ongoing

Priority: Ensure that the Tree and Woodland Strategy is used to inform and guide
relevant plans and strategies
Objective: Maximise future delivery and funding
Ref
2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

20

Action
Collectively and individually respond to and influence national
policy and strategies, including the Environment Bill, England
Tree Strategy and Agriculture Act.
Ensure the Tree and Woodland Strategy, including the
Principles and the Priorities by Landscape Character Area, is
used to guide regional and local plans, policy and strategies
including Local Plans, Local Green/Blue Infrastructure
Strategies, and the SDS.
Work with the Mendip Hills AONB and Cotswolds AONB to use
the evidence and priorities in the Tree and Woodland Strategy to
help guide AONB Nature Recovery Plans.
Work with Forestry England (FE) and the Forestry Commission
(FC) to integrate the Tree and Woodland Strategy into the work
of the forestry sector in the West of England.
Facilitate the use of the Tree and Woodland Strategy to inform
neighbourhoods, communities, groups of landowners etc. to
develop localised action plans and strategies.

Lead(s)
WENP

Timescale
Ongoing

WENP,
WECA, LAs

Ongoing

WENP,
AONBs

2021

WENP, FoAT, 2021-22
FC, FE
LAs, FoA
Trust

2021-25
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Priority: Develop new mechanisms to support tree and woodland establishment
and management
Objective: Maximise funding and incentives to deliver tree and woodland
establishment and management targets
Ref
3.1

Action
Develop and apply new funding mechanisms to deliver naturebased solutions, including through trees and woodlands.

3.2

Integrate Tree and Woodland Strategy principles and priorities
into existing and future public and private funding mechanisms,
including Biodiversity Net Gain and the Environmental Land
Management (ELM) Scheme.
Provide support for new and existing tree nurseries, and review
Local Plan policies to increase the supply of suitable young
trees for planting and ensure strong biosecurity practices are
in place (this could include a community focused tree collection
and growing project developing the model of the Forest of Avon
/ TCV Tree Life Centre).
Develop the FoAT website to allow it to better coordinate a
greater range of funding for trees, woodlands and volunteering,
reflecting local authority and other partner priorities across the
West of England.
Develop a strategy for ensuring in-perpetuity protection of
newly created woodlands, building on national protections.

3.3

3.4

3.5

Lead(s)
WENP,
WECA, LAs,
Businesses
WENP,
WECA, LAs,
Businesses

Timescale
Ongoing

WECA, LAs,
Businesses

2021-25

FoAT

2021

WENP,
WECA, LAs,
FoAT

2022

Ongoing

Priority: Support the Forest of Avon Trust in co-ordinating and supporting tree and
woodland establishment and management
Objective: Ensure capacity and expertise is available to coordinate and support
activity, deliver on-the-ground projects, and champion the Tree and Woodland
Strategy
Ref
4.1

Action
Explore increasing the FoAT’s capacity to provide an effective
coordination role for delivery of the Strategy’s vision. This
should reflect funding received through Trees for Climate.

Lead(s)
Timescale
FoAT, WENP, 2021
WECA, LAs
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Priority: Co-ordinate and support existing tree and woodland activity aligned to the
Tree and Woodland Strategy
Objective: Maintain an overview of existing tree and woodland activity, coordinating action and contributing expertise as necessary and ensuring application
of the Tree and Woodland principles
Ref
5.1

5.2
5.3

5.4

5.5
5.6

5.7

22

Action
Develop and deliver the Forest of Avon Trees for Climate
planting programme, working with West of England partners
and being guided by this Strategy.
Work with partners to embed the ambitions and priorities of the
Tree and Woodland Strategy into existing and future projects.
Utilise the Principles for Tree and Woodland Establishment
and Management, and existing national guidance to clearly
communicate best practice for woodland creation to
landowners.
Continue local authority/partner planting programmes, where
not included in 5.1 (e.g. Green Streets and One Tree per Child
Bristol).
Continue to support Woodland Trust MOREwoods project and
Tree Packs, and Bathscape Woodland Advisory Service.
Support and engage with community-based tree planting
groups, such as More Trees B&NES and Chew Valley Plants
Trees, and local charities, such as Avon Needs Trees.
Support BART (and other organisations) in delivering trees
and woodland for riparian habitat, improving water quality and
providing natural flood management (NFM).

Lead(s)
FoAT

Timescale
2021-25

WENP, BACP, 2021-25
WECA
FoAT
2021-25

FoAT

Ongoing

FoAT

Ongoing

FoAT

Ongoing

BART

Ongoing
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Priority: Improve our evidence base for trees and woodland
Objective: Ensure we understand and effectively address existing issues, support
effective decision making, and facilitate efficient funding of new trees and
woodland
Ref
6.1

6.2
6.3

6.4

6.5

6.6

Action
Agree a common approach to canopy measurement in the
West of England and use this to inform monitoring of woodland
creation and management (see 6.2).
Create a monitoring framework for woodland creation and
management.
Commission a short study to better quantify the contribution
that trees and woodlands could make to ecosystem services,
including carbon sequestration and NFM, in the West of
England.
Review and apply Woodland Trust guidance on natural
regeneration as a means of establishing and buffering woodland
and the long-term management interventions required.
Commission a study to fully understand the impact of projected
climate change on trees and woodlands (or, if possible, on the
natural environment more widely) in the West of England.
Commission a study to fully understand the timber demands
of the West of England and how local woodlands could meet
these needs; and, if required, fund an officer post to develop and
support local timber markets23.

Lead(s)
WECA, LAs

Timescale
2021

WECA, LAs

2022

WECA, LAs

2021

WECA, LAs

2021

WECA, LAs

2022

Forestry
2022
Commission,
WECA, LAs

23 Previously granted funding by LEADER for a FoAT-based role, but the match funding requirement was too stringent.
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Priority: Identify, develop and fund/submit projects to deliver key priorities
Objective: Have projects ready for funding as it becomes available and to drive
specific funding bids, ensuring delivery of strategic priorities
Ref
7.1

7.2

7.3

7.4

Action
Identify, develop, and fund or submit engaging projects that
facilitate delivery of the vision and priorities of the Tree and
Woodland Strategy, including those listed in Section 2.2.3.
Work with partners to further develop, invest in and deliver
woodland in the Strategic Woodland Areas identified in this
Strategy, making use of existing project pipelines in the form of
the JGIS pipeline, NRN Prospectus and BACP Action Plan.
Drawing on existing resources, set out a funded programme for
the West of England to tackle ash dieback, including addressing
health and safety concerns and providing for the long-term
managed decline of ash trees and their replacement. Funding
allocation for co-ordinator role.
Work with woodland owners to maintain existing permissive
access and deliver targeted improvements linked to improving
the West of England’s access network (requires staff post and
budget).

Lead(s)
All

Timescale
2021-25

WENP

2021-25

LAs, WECA

2021

FoAT

2021-25

Priority: Communicate with the wider public and businesses regarding charitable
funding for trees and woodland
Objective: Maximise charitable giving for new trees and woodlands, and
management of existing woodland
Ref
8.1
8.2

24

Action
Utilise and expand the FoAT website to drive additional
awareness and funding for partner project delivery.
Run specific campaigns to generate funding for tree planting
and woodland creation by engaging the business sector, their
employees and the wider public.

Lead(s)
FoAT

Timescale
2021

FoAT,
Woodland
Trust

2021-22
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By working together,
transformative change is
within our reach
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Suggested Flagship Projects
Below are a number of suggested flagship projects that would demonstrate the region’s commitment
to the vision outlined in this document, engage a large number of people in trees and woodlands, and
provide the capacity needed to take advantage of the opportunities to deliver the vision.

Project
Great Avon
Wood

Description

Using funding through the Trees for Climate programme, (potentially matched
with business and private investment), acquire a large site (or sites) for woodland
creation, with trees established through natural regeneration and a range of low
input techniques. As well as helping to tackle climate change, this will be an exciting
new woodland site for nature and people. It will also provide opportunities for
community planting and care, and tree dedications.
Landscape
Developing the approach of the North Somerset Iconic Landscapes project, Big Tree
Trees:
Hunt and Stewardship Schemes, this project would identify important landscape
The Next
trees and work with landowners to conserve these and address the loss of field
Generation
trees from key areas of the landscape.
Based around a staff post, utilising existing grant funding.
Wood Life
A display space for local woodland products and a work/meeting area for FoAT and
Centre
other staff, providing a focal point for tree and woodland activity in the region.
This reflects long-held plans for Bower Ashton Woodyard in Bristol but could be
based elsewhere
A Thousand
Canopy planting project that brings street and larger trees to communities
Green Streets throughout the West of England, with an initial focus on areas of low tree cover and
higher socioeconomic deprivation, where benefits to people’s health and wellbeing
are likely to be greatest.
Funding allocations for coordinator role.
Community
Building on the FoAT School Orchard Project, plant 600 orchards, including local
Orchard
varieties in school grounds, greenspaces and on private land by 2050, working with
Project
owners to revitalise traditional orchards.
Funding allocations for coordinator role.
One Tree per A roll out of One Tree per Child, Trees for Learning and other planting initiatives,
Person
to engage and involve communities in areas of low tree canopy cover in planting
trees in gardens, streets, green-spaces and school grounds, delivering benefits for
wellbeing, nature engagement and sense of place. Links with A Thousand Green
Streets.
Would require investment in staff posts.
Green Shoots Training and apprenticeship project, comprising awareness raising and practical
skills for secondary school pupils (including those at risk of exclusion), with
a pathway for these and other young people to be placed with tree planting
organisations and gain practical skills, including certification.
Co-ordinated through staffing at FoAT.
Woodland
Roll out of the FoAT’s Woodland Wellbeing programme to engage diverse groups
Wellbeing
including people with mental health needs, people with dementia and adults with
learning disabilities in their local woodlands, providing a range of wellbeing benefits.
Staff post with FoAT.
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